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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of )
)

The Toledo Edison Company and ) Docket Nos. 50-346A __
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating ) 50-500A i

Company ) 50-501A
(Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, )
Units 1, 2 and 3) )

)
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating ) Decket Nos. 50-44 0 J,

Company, et al. , ) 50 -441 A

(Perry Nuclear Power Plant )

Units 1 and 2) )

STATEMENT OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND
INFORMING APPLICANTS OF THE NATURE OF

THE CASE TO BE PRESENTED

This Statement is filed by the City of Cleveland (Cleveland) in response

to Prehearug Conference Order No. 4 and to furnish Applicants with state-

ments of ultimate issues to be tried and a summary description of evidence1

to be introduced relating to each of these issues. With respect to summary
i

descriptions of evidence contained herein, Cleveland wishes to make it clear
,

that such statements are . imply :u.nmaries and that Cleveland would reserve

the right to offer evidence not specifically referred to in the summaries
t

contained herein. Cleveland is still in the process of reviewing and evaluating

the documents and anositions obtained during the discovery. Between

September 5,1975 and ou.ober 30, 1975, Cleveland anticipates that the evi-
;
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dence to be presented will undergo further refinement in the form of

additions to or deletions from the evidence referred to in the summa-

ries.

For the convenience of the Board and the parties to this pro-

ceeding, Cleveland will follow the format of the Matters in Controversy

delineated by the Board in Prehearing Conference Order No. 2.

(1) Whether the combined CAPCO-Company Territories (CCCT)

is an appropriate geographic market for analyzing the possible creation

or maintenance of a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws or the
)

policies underlying those laws.'

Cleveland believes that the CCCT is a relevant geographic area

for antitrust analysis with respect to regional power exchange market.

It is in this area that most coordinating transactions occur. Cleveland

believes the relevant wholesale and retail geographic markets are the

service areas of the individual CAPCO companies.

Cleveland does not intend to offer expert economic testimony

but will rely upon the testimony offered by economic experts testifying

for the Department of Justice (Department) and/or the Nuclear Regula-

tory Commission (Staff). Cleveland will present factual evidence showing

the nature and extent of the transacticns occuring in the regional power

exchange market including documents showing that the CAPCO companies

have engaged in short term power transactions, emergency power trans-

actions, joint construction of generating facilities, staggered construction,

) .-
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reserve sharing, maintenance energy transactions, joint construction

and ownership of transmission facilities, coordinated planning and

coordinated operations with each other and with other companies who |

participate from time to time in the regional power exchange market.

Cleveland will also rely upon the numerous interconnection agreements'

entered into by the Applicants which form the contractual framework

. in which the aforementioned transactions occur. Cle" eland also will
1
|

rely on minutes of various CAPCO executive meetings and minutes
2

i of the CAPCO planning and operating committees to further show the

nature and extent of the regional power exchange market. In addition,

Cleveland will rely upon the CAPCO Memorandum of Understanding,

Basic Generating Agreement and other CAPCO agreements, such as
,

agreements for the purchase of short term power and instanation of

short lead time capacity. Cleveland may also rely upon matters de-

veloped in various depositions which further desc ibe transactions

occurring in the regional power exchange market. Cleveland win rely

on offers by PASNY and Buckeye to sell power to the City of Cleve-

land.
,

| With respect to the geographic limits of the wholesale power

! market Cleveland will rely on dccuments showing the areas in which

l wholesale transactions can occur. In this regard, Cleveland will rely

on documents pertaining to wholesale power sales made or offers to

make wholesale power sales to municipalities or REA distribution coop-

.
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e rative s. Cleveland win also rely on documents showing requests by
1

| potential wholesale customers for the purchase of power at wholesale.

Included in the latter category is the request of the Borough of Pitcarin

I for wholesale services from Dusquesne Light Company. Cleveland be-
)
| 11 eves that the evidence wiu demonstrate that the relevant geographic

market is coterminous with the geographic service area of individual
1

CAPCO companies. Cleveland will also rely upon certain portions of

depositions, the Buckeye Agreement, and the agreement between Ohio

.) Edison Company and Ohio Power for the transmission of Buckeye Power.

! With respect to the relevant retail market (s) Cleveland win

focus primarily on its relationship with CEI. Cleveland will produce
i

witnesses who will testify to the nature and extent of retail competi-
a

tion between CEI and the City of Cleveland, including the areas in
I

which competition occurs, the number of customers who change sup-
,

i

| pliers, and limitations on Cleveland's ability to compete for retail

supplie r s. Cleveland may also rely on documents and depositions

describing retail competition between CEI and the City of Painesville,

Ohio.

(2) Whether there are any relevant gecaraphic submarkets, and

if so. what are the boundaries, i

:
4

Cleveland win present no expert economic testimony with respect
1

to the definition of any submarkets and is not prepared to make any

;

*
,
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contentions regarding submarkets. Cleveland will rely upon economic

testimony offered by witnesses presented by Department and/or

Staff. Cleveland believes the evidence summarized under Matter in

Controversy (1) above is also relevant to Matter in Controversy (2).

(3) Whether any or all of the following are relevant product mar-
i

kets for analyzing the possible creation or maintenance of a situation in-

consistent with the antitrust laws or the policies underlying those laws:

(a) Regional power exchange transactions with-

in power pooling arrangements involving ex-

changes and/or sales of electric power for

re sale.

(b) Bulk power transactions involving individual

contracts for sale-for-resale of firm electric

power or for emergency, deficiency or other

types of wholesale power. :

i
,

(c) Retail power transactions involving sales of

electricity to ultimate consumers.

Cleveland believes that the relevant product markets for antitrust

analysis are the regional power excht.nge market, the wholesale power mar-

ket and the retail market. Cleveland believes that transactions in the regional

power exchange marekt are not limited to transactions within power pooling

ar rangements. For example, such transactions may occur between pools on

a pool to pool basis as between CAPCO and PJM or between CAPCO and APS

.
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or AEP or the Michigan Pool. Transactions in the regional power exchange

market may also occur between individual electric utilities and between

individual electric utilities and power pools. A power pool is simply an !

,

arrangement in which the parties coordinate and engage in many regional

power transactions with each other. Generally, pool members look first

to each other before dealing with non-pool members.

Cleveland believes that the products and services exchanged in the

regional power exchange market are in effect by-products of the production

and transmission of electricity and that the market functions to increase
,

the reliability and reduce the cost of the principal product, firm power, for

sale at wholesale and retail. In this regard, Cleveland believes the regional

power exchange market exists as n distinct market involving products and

services which are not readily substitutable for firm power. Rather the

products and services are a class of factors of production of firm power.

Cleveland will not offer expert economic testimony with respect to
,

the definition of product or service markets. Cleveland will rely upon the

economic testimony of witnesses for the Department and/or Staff. In addition,

Cleveland will rely upon the evidence summarized under Matter in Contro-

versy (1) above. Cleveland will also rely on documents obtained during

discovery which demonstrate the reduction in cost and increased reliability

obtained by applicants by engaging in transactions in the regicnal power

exchange. For example, Cleveland will offer documents showing that as a

result of the Sammis- Avon Agreement, CEI and Ohio Edison installed
>

generating units in the magnitude of 600 Mw although acting individually neither

.
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would h.ve instaned units greater than 300 Mw. Cleveland may also rely

on various depositions describing the benefits derived by the CAPCO ;

;

members as a result of regional power transactions. Cleveland may offer
i

evidence of the sman amount of non-firm, i. e. , interruptibic sales made
:

|

|
by the CAPCO companies. Cleveland win offer witnesses who will describe

1

! the increased costs and decreased reliability of the City Light System as

a result of its inability to gain access to the regional power exchange market.'

Cleveland believes that the wholesale power exchange market is
;

relevant for antitrust analysis. However, Cleveland believes that the whole-

sale market is a market for firm power which may include deficiency power
1

( but does not include emergency power. Emergency power is ordinarily

sold on an as, if and when available basis. Accordingly, emergency power

is sold in the regional power exchange market. Cleveland believe a that

wholesale power sales are made to a distinct class of customers and is not

readily substitutable for the power transactions which occur in the regional

power exchange market. For example, a firm power sale at wholesale is

not substitutable for an economy energy exchange.

} 1eveland will not offer expert economic testimony with regard to

the definition of the wholesale power exchange market. Cleveland win rely

upon the evidence summarized under Matter in Controversy (1) above and

on the expert economic testimony of witnesses for the Department and/or Staff.
,

Cleveland believes that the retail power market is a relevant market
;

!

for antitrust analysis in this case.
1

.
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Cleveland will not offer expert economic testimony with respect to

the retail power market but will rely upon the testimony of witnesses pre-

sented by the Department and/or Staff. Cleveland will also rely upon matters

set forth in the summary of evidence under Matters in Controversy (1).

In addition, Cleveland will rely on evidence from witnesses, documents and

depositions showing the relationship of Cleveland's exclusion from the

regional power e= change market and nuclear generation to competition at j

retail and more particularly to CEI's efforts monopolize the retail market I

in and around the City of Cleveland. In this regard, Cleveland will show

that CEI referred to its membership in CAPCO and participation in nuclear

power as part of its efforts to sell power to new retail customers and to

induce existing customers of the City of Cleveland to become customers of

C EI. CEI also relied upon its superior reliability and economy of scale

based upon its access to the regional power exchange n'arket in its efforts

to acquire by purchase or lease the Cleveland City Light Plant.

(4) Whether Applicants' stipulated cominance of bulk power trans-

mission facilities in CCCT given them the ability to hinder or preclude

competition in the transmission of bulk power.
,

Cleveland understands the stipulated dominance to be (a) that each

of the CAPCO companies owns more than 75% of the miles of transmission

line and more than 75% of the transmission capacity within its respective

service area, and (b) that CEI's transmission facilities encircle the Cities

of Cleveland and Painsville, and Cleveland and Painsville must either obtain

access to CEI's transmission or construct new transmission if they are to

deal with parties other than CEI.

. _ . , . - ._
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Cleveland believes that 'his issue should not be grounded solely upon

the stipulated dominance of transmission by applicants but should include

such factors as the joint planning of transmis sion additions by CAPCO,

i opposition by the applicants to the construction by Buckeye of a competing

transmission grid, CEI opposition to the construction by Cleveland of a

transmission line to Painsville, Applicants' study of poesible 765 Kv *rans-

mission interconnections with other power pools, and the influence of com-

petition on Ohio Edison's willingness to establish new delivery points under

the Buckeye arrangement. The foregoing factors establish the context

of Applicants' transmission dominance and goes beyond a mere numerical

stipulation with regard to miles and capacity.

Cleveland will offer evidence through documents on the above issues.
1

Cleveland may also offer evidence regarding the feasibility of constructing

a competing transmission grid. Cleveland will also present testimony

showing the necessity of access to the CAPCO transmission grid and
i

l Applicants' transmission if Cleveland is to participate in the regional

power exchange market. Cleveland may also rely on information obtained

during depositions with regard to the aforementaned matters.
1

; (5) Whether Applicants have, do, or could use their ability to preclude

any other electric entities within the CCCT from obtaining sources of bulk

power from other electric entities outside the CCCT.

Cleveland believes the issue should be whether Applicants individua11f
|

have, do, or could use their ability to preclude any other electric entities
\,

J '

within the CCCT from obtaining sources of bulk powe " - other electric

! !

,

'
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:

utilitie's inside or outside the CCCT. Electric entities within the CCCT

should have the ability to participate in such transactions with other electric

entities inside the CCCT as well as those outside of the CCCT. For example,

Cleveland should be able to engage in power transactions with Painsville

as well as with PASNY or the City of Richmond, Indiana.

Cleveland will introduce testimony showing that CEI has the power to
,

,

prevent and has prevented Cleveland from dealing with parties inside or outside

the CCCT. Ia particular, Cleveland will show that CEI has refused to wheel
___ . - - - - . . - - - - _ - - - - - - - .-.

approximately 30 Mw of PASNY power to the City of Cleveland. Cleveland

will also show that CEI has refused to wbe.el seasonal power from Buckeye to

Cleveland. Cleveland will also show that Toledo Edison has utilized its trans-'

mission dominance in conjunction with the Buckeye arrangement to prevent,

the City of Napoleon from obtaining a new source of wholesale power.

Cleveland will also show that for many years CEI refused to have any

interconnection with the City unless Cleveland entered into a price fixing

scheme which would have eliminated all este competition for retail customers.

It was only after Cleveland's rates had risen to nearly equal those of CEI'

and FPC decisions made it clear that an interconnection was inevitable that

CEI dropped its price fixing scheme as a conditien precedent to an intercon-

; nection. Even then CEI sought to avoid "like the plague" a parallel inter-
1

connectw n, necessary if Clevelanc were to obtain access to other bulk power

suppliers on competitive conditions.

The CAPCO companies have refused to permit the Cities of Cleveland

and Pitcarin to join CAPCO. A s members of CAPCO, Cleveland and Pitcarin
,

- - - __ - _ _ - - -. _ - _ _ _ , - - -_-._. - - ..
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' would have had access to CAPCO transmission and thus the ability to

obtain bulk power supplies from other electric entities inside or outside the

CCCT. Cleveland will present documents and testimony which show not'

only that both Cleveland and Pitcarin were denied membership in CAPCO

but that in both instances the CAPCO companies conspired to exclu'de those

cities from CAPCO. Moreover, in each instance the City so excluded from

CAPCO has been selected as a target for possible acquisition by one of

the CAPCO companies.

(6) Whether Applicants have exercised, are exercising, or intend

to exercise, their ability to prevent other electric entities in CCCT from

; achieving:
,

(a) the benefits of coordinated operations either among

themselves or with Applicants.

(b) access to the benefits of economy of size from large

nuclear generating facilities.

(c) any cther benefits from coordinated development |

either among themselves or with Applicants.

Cleveland will offer evidence by way of documents, depositions and

testimony which will show that Applicants have utilized their dominance of

transmission in the CCCT to prevent other electric utilities from obtaining

the benefits of coordinated operations and development and access to the

economies of scale. The crimary focus of Clevelz.nd's presentation will be
|
,

with respect to the relationship of CEI and Cleveland and CAPCO and

Cleveland. It will be shown that through CAPCO, Applicants have been able
|

|

__
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!

I to construct units exceeding 1,000 Mw of capacity while operating independently
!

'

none had insta11e'd units larger than the 300 Mw range. CEI and Ohio Edison
,

' engaged in staggered construction under the Sammis-Avon agreement to jump

to 600 Mw units with mutual backup arrangements. Cleveland will introduce

studies made by Dusquesne and the CAPCO companies together showing the
'

:
i

4 benefits to be derived from CAPCO.
<

Cleveland will also offer evidence showing a calculated, concerted

effort by the CAPCO companies to prevent municipalities from obtaining

membership in CAPCO and thus gaining access to economies of scale and
,

coordinated operations and development. In this regard, Cleveland will rely
'

i

on the carefully orchestrated responses to the requests of Pitcarin and .

!

Clevelar..i for membership in CAPCO and the CAPCO members agreement

not to offer wheeling to municipalities. Cleveland will rely on evidence

showing that CAPCO studied the effect of its generating capacity allocation

scheme on the City.of Cleveland's reserve requirements should Cleveland
'

join CAPCO prior to adopting that scheme. Dusquesne Light considered a

method of rating existing capacity which would be most burdensome to any,

municipality joining CAPCO. Dusquesne Light offered Premise f2 in part to

increase the burden, i. e. , extract some et the benefit, on any new electric
r

utility joining CAPCO. In determining the method of allocating operating re-

.

serves the CAPCO companies considered the effect the allocation would have
!

on the City of Cleveland should it join CAPCO. The most burdensome method

was chosen. Although the earlier CAPCO units were allocated by negotiation

rather than by the CAPCO formula, it was urged that CAPC O hasten to a+

i

i

,
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formula allocation to place a greater burden on any new member joining

CAPCO. Thas, the CAPCO companies have on the one hand refused to permit
;

municipalities to join CAPCO and on the other have taken steps to increase

the burden of CAPCO membership on a new member as an economic disincen-

tive to join CAPCO. Both actions have the effect of denying to other electric

utilities the opportunity to enjoy benefits of scale or to engage in coordinated

operations and development.

Cleveland will also rely upon the history of CEI's refusal to inter-

connect and operate in parallel with the City except on terms which required

Cleveland to engage in price fixing. Cleveland will also rely upon CEI's
'

refusal to wheel power for the City. Cleveland may also rely on Toledo

Edison's refusal to interconnect and operate in parallel with the City of

Wate rville. Cleveland win rely upon CEI's opposition to a proposed trans-

mission line to link the Cities of Painsville, Cleveland and OrrviHe.

(7) Has the ability to hinder or preclude competition been exercised

for the purpose or effect of enminating one or more of the other electric

entities in the CCCT ?
~

Cleveland will show that the ability to prevent electric utilities from

engaging in coordinated operations and development .tud from obtaining access

to the economies of scale has been used and is being used for the purpose or

effect of eliminating other electric entities in the CCCT.

Cleveland will offer evidence showing that Toledo Edison has a informal>

! corporate policy of acquiring municipal electric systems in its service area.

| One of its employees, Mr. Schwalbert, a man with long experience in acquiring
I

.-_ . .- - . _
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municipal electric systems, admitted on deposition that keeping a rnanicipal

electric system isolated is a step in acquiring it. That very tactic was

fonowed with regard to Waterville. In that instance, Toledo Edison declined

to sell power at wholesale or otherwise interconnect with Waterville since

Toledo Edison desired to and ultimately did acquire the Waterville ' System.
I

Dusquesne Light has followed similar tactics in acquiring municipal

stems in its service territory. So successful has Dusquesne Light been

that only one such system, Pitcarin, remains. Dusquesne Light has refused

even to make wholesale power sales to Pitcarin and refused to permit it to

join CAPCO. A limited interconnection was finally obtained after Pitcarin
4

sought the assistance of the Federal Power Commission. |

CEI has long been desirous of purchasing or leasing the Cleveland>

City Light System. CEI has made several offers to purchase the City System.

It has also supplied to the Little Hoover Commission information regarding

the alleged benefits which would accrue to the City from the sale of City

Light. CEI has made many, many studies pertain:ng to the acquisition of the

Cleveland Light System. Although many of those studies are presently being

hidden behind a claim privilege, Cleveland will present evidence showing that

studies were made concerning the integration of the two systems, methods

of acquisition, need for regulatory approval of an acquisition, use which could

be made of the City generating plant, use which could be made of the City
1

distribution system, pension coverage of e:cisting City Light employees, effect

of acquisition on CEI bond indenture, effect of acquisition on CEI-CAPCO

allocations, and prices paid for other municipal systems. CEI has gathered

_ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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copies of leases used by other investor-owned utilities in acquiring munici-

pal systems and has itself drafted a lease to be used in acquiring the City

sy stem.

CEI has established an in-house group to work on problems relating

to the acquisition of the municipal light plant. CEI has conducted s'tudies

to determine the most important factors involved in competition at retail

with Cleveland. Those factors are rates and reliability. Up until approxi-

mately 1967, when reliability became the most important factor, CEI attempted

to eliminate the City's competitive advantage by refusing to interconnect with

the City unless the City agreed to enter into a price fixing conspiracy which
;

would eliminate au rate competition. CEI sought advice of ClevC.and's

bond counsel with regards to methods by which this price fixing scheme

could be effectuated. During the early to mid-1960's when Cleveland announced

plans to install an economical 75 Mw generating unit, CEI attempted to

forestall installation of that unit by offering to interec,. :t and sell power

to the City. CEI did not state a price but argued that it could seu power

to the City more cheaply than the City would be able to generate. At the time

that anegation was made CEI possessed facts that made it clear that the

proposed unit would be more efficient than the system average of CEI making

it impossible for CEI to sell power to the City for less than the City cottid

produce power absent a special rate designed solely to forestan the instana-
,

tion of competing generation.

When Cleveland instaned the 75 Mw generating unit, it was unable to

obtain an interconnection with CEI to provide emergency backup for the unit.
'

i.

I

_ _ _ _ _ , _ . _ , _ _ _ . m_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ , _ . . . _
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The only interconnection offered was one requiring the City to join a

price fixing conspiracy. When the City experienced operating problems
,

with its 75 Mw unit, it .was .ur.able to obtain emergency backup and

As a result of the de-experienced a number of serious system outages.

c1?ning reliability of the City system, reliability became the prime ~ factor in

retail competition between Cleveland and CEI. After each City outage, CEI

sales personnel would descend upon the affected City customers and urge

The CEI sales personnel would point out to the City'sthem to switch to CII.

customers that CEI reliability was assumed because of its interconnections
i

and participation in CAPCO. Thousands of customers transferred to CEI.

During the late 1960's and continuing today, Cleveland Light System'

has experienced the same rapid increase in costs a.s have other electric

Unlike most utilities, the flight of Ci:y customers to CEI has leftutili:ie s.

Cleveland with a declining revenue base. The City has been forced to rahe ,

:

its rates to a level which has eliminated price as an important factor in retail

compe:ition. In fact, in order to remain competitive and stay in business

Cleveland has been forced to incur large opera:ing deficits.

In 1969, the City of Cleveland approached CEI seeking to interconnect

so ia: the City could purchase deficit power at wholesale for several months

while de Ci:y installed pollution control equipmen:. 3 slieving public opinion

would demand cooperation, CII agreed but only after devising a lead transfer

scheme :o avoid a parallel in:erconnection. CEI knew &a: a parallel inter-

This would haveconnection vould provide backup :o the City's large unit.

permitted 6e Ci:y to base lead the large uni: to capacity and realize a

5600,000 a year reduction in operating costs. Although :he City's engineers

.- _ _ . . __
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did not want a load transfer arrangement, CEI undertook to convince the

City to settle for load transfer rather than a parallel interconnection.

During the Christmas season of 1969, while the matter of the load

transfer service was yet unresolved, Cleveland's 75 Mw unit experienced a

forced outage causing a major outage to all_of the City's customers. Because the

City was still being forced to operate in isolation it had no emergency backup

for its 75 Mw unit and was unable to carry its load. The City was forced

to accept the load transfer arrangement as the quickest engineering solution

to its power supply problem. Under the load transfer arrangement, the City's

distribution system was divided into approxiraately 5 segments. Depending

upon the amount of power that Cleveland could produce, 1 or more of those

segments would be served by CEI's distribution I etwork. The load transferred

would be operated in isolation from the remainder of the City's electric

system and would in effect become a part of CEI's distribution. Each transfer

That is, the City would d$opof load was made as a " dead load" transfer.

the load causing an outage to its customers and then CEI would pick up the

load. Some days CEI would require daily transfers of the load. The numerous

outages caused by the load transfer arrangement resulted in a continuing

flight of customers from the City to CEI. During this period Cleveland

continued to experience a shrinking of its revenue base.

Cleveland then filed a petition with the FPC seeking to require CEI

to interconnect with Cleveland and operate in parallel. CEI was aware that

the inevitable outcome was some sort of interconnection. A 4riety of

interconnections were considered -- the best operationally for Cleveland was

. -
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i,

!
<

never proposed. Among the factors considered by CEI in formulating a
!

proposal were (1) avoiding a paranel interconnection, (ii) offering enough to
,

1 i

satisfy the FPC without reany doing anything to assist the City, (iii) maxi-
; '

j mizing the burden of interconnection expenses on Cleveland, (iv) limiting the

! capacity of the interconnection so as to avoid providing backup which would
|
' anow utilization of the 75 hiw unit to full capacity, (v) designing a rate for

interconnection service which would change a possible $600,000 a year>

'

]
operating expense decrease to the City from the interconnection into a

$1,200,000 operating expense increase if a paranel interconnection could
!

;

I not be avoided, and limiting the type of service to be provided over the inter- (

j c JnneCtion.

j CEI was exceedingly successful before the FPC. The FPC ordered ;

a two step plan (maximised the burden) which required the instanation of

a temporary 69 Kv interconnection limited to 40 hiva (not sufficient capacity

| to backup the fun capacity of the City's 75 hiw unit). The 69 Kv line was

operated by CEI as an additional load transfer point, thus robbing the City'

;

of any real benefit. The permanent paranel 138 Kv intertie was ordered at
!

rates designed by CEI to bleed the financial viability of the Cleveland System.

Storeover, the service over the 138 Kv intertie was limited and does not
4

provide Cleveland acce s s to other bulk pcwer supplies or coordination.,

CEI is now playing a waiting game. It sells expensive emergency
,

power to Clevelsd, diaining oi! ~he financial rescuices of the City Light
"

t;

Plant. At the same time, it utilizes its monopoly power over that unique
.

resource, its transmission system, to preclude the City from obtaining low

i
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!

; cost power from PASNY or Buckeye or any other source. CEI is we11 aware

; that the City now must raise its rates to a level greater than that of CEI which

! wi11further increase the flow of customers to CEI reducing the City's revenue

4

base and neces sitating a further rate increase and so onuntil the system collapse s
!

| or the City must incur substantial operating deficits until it collapses.

(8) Whether Applicants' stipulated dominance of bulk power generation

in the CCCT gives them the ability to hinder or preclude competition in one

or more relevant markets.

Cleveland does not intend to rely solely upon the stipulation that

"Each of the Applicants is dominant as to the generation of power in their,

service areas. "1/ Rathe r, Cleveland would anticipate showing the quality

as well as the quantity of that generation. Cleveland believes it necessary to

consider the access of each of the Applicants to economies of scale, nuclear

power and the regional power exchange factors of producing firm bulk power
;

!

i for sale in order to understand the Applicants' ability to hinder or preclude |
competition in one or more relevant markets.

Although Cleveland does not intend to offer expert economic testimony

on this issue it will rely on economic testimony of witness for the Department

and/orstaff. Cleveland dces expect to present testimony in the nature of docu-

ments, depositions and witnesses showing the economies of scale available

; to the Applicants which gives them a competitive rate advantage or eliminates

any rate advantage otherwise available to municipal electric systems. Cleve-

1/ Tr. 441.

_ - , - - - y - - - , , , - - - - - - , -
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land will show that only Applicants have access to the regional power exchange
;

! market to increase the reliability of and reduce the cost of their bulk power.
a

I

| (0) Whether Applicants have exercised control over bulk power

facilities to deny to other electric entities in the CCCT:'

i

(a) access to the benefits of coordinated operation, either

I among themselves, or w',th Applicants.

! (b) access to the benefits of economy of size of large
!

electric generating units.
i

(c) access to any other benefits from coordinated develop-

ment, either among themselves or with Applicants.

i Cleveland believes that this issue cannot be considered without reference
.!

to Applicants' monopoly power over transmission. In fact, Applicants'
1

.i

monopoly power over transmission has been used to further their monopoly

power with respect to bulk power generation and vice versa. It must be

remembered that transmission performs a variety of functions. It tie s

,

together generating facilities for mutual backup and support. It gathers
a

electric loads necessary to support large generating plants and it provides

a medium for regional power exchanges with other electric utilities.

Cleveland will show that access to the economie s of scale of bul'<

power production obtained by Applicants are not available to municipal

electric systems operating in the CCCT. In fact, these economies are not

available to Applicants' acting individually. Cleveland will show that the
.

CAPCO agreement precludes the individual CAPCO companies from engaging

in coordinated development of bu'l power supplies with non-CAPCO members.

I
>

. _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ . . , .___ _ ___ ._ ._
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a

: Further, CAPCO's policy of generating its own power limits CAPCO as a
!

| market for surplus power on long term sales needed if ncn-CAPCO electric

utilities in the CCCT were to attempt to obtain economies of scale through
j

<

staggered construction. At the same time Applicants have conspired to

preclude municipal electric systems from joining CAPCO and thus obtaining

access to coordinated operations and development and the economies of scale.!

In addition, Applicants, while freely wheeling power for each other
,

and for other power pools outside of the CCCT, have refused to wheel pcweri

<

for municipal electric utilities within the CCCT. This refusal to wheel has

precluded the development of competing bulk power supplies capable of ob-

taining the economies of scale obtained by Applicants.
|

Applicants have utilized the availability of reliable energy produced

with economics of scale and economies achieved from access to the regional

power exchange to acquire other entities, both utilities and industries, which

at one time generated their own power. Frequently, such generating

entities have discovered that it is less expensive to purchase their power

from Applicants than to continue to generate without access to economies

of scale and coordinated operations and development.

Further, CEI has utilized its bulk power monopoly powers to take

i retail customers away from the City of Cleveland. This reduction in
a

Cleveland's load both reduces Cleveland's demand for power limiting the

size of generating units that it can install and reduces its revenue basa needed

to finance installation of bulk power generating units.

.

.|

!
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Although no matter in controversy has been delineated with respect to

Applicants' utilization of ita monopoly power over bulk power preduction for the

purpose or effect of eliminating one or more of the other electric entities

in the CCCT, Cleveland believes this to be the case and will offer evidence

'showing this to be true.

(10) Whether Applicants' policy or policies with respect to providing

access to their nuclear facilities to other electric entities in the CCCT, that

are or could be connected to Applicants, deprives these other electric

entities from realizing the benefits of nuclear power.

Cleveland submits that this issue has already been decided in the

affirmative by se Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board in Kansas Gas

and Electric Commany and Kansas City Power and Licht Com:any, Docket

No. 50-432A, ALAS-279, NRCI-75/ 6, page 559. The Board should so rule.

Accordingly, Cleveland believes that iis issue need not be set for hearing.

The Board should also rule on this point.

If this issue is set for hearing Cleveland will offer expert engineering

testimony showing dat the form of "acces s" offered by Applicants is a sham

intended to maximize 6e benefits obtained by Applicants and n i-imi:e Se

benefits obtained by non-CAPCO parties. It is a classic example of de

exercise of monopcly power to prevent de benefits of nuclear power from

accruing to a competitor.

(11) Whether sere are logical connections ber.veen de activitie s under

the proposed licenses for the nuclear facilities and each of the matters in con-
|

| nection (1) through (10) that meet de ne.s.us test established by de Commission.
1
i

_- , ., _.. -
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Cleveland believes that this issue should be restated. Cleveland

does not believe that it la necessary that each or any single matter in

contentions (1) through (10) meet the nexus test. Rather, the issue should

be whether there is a nexus between the situation inconsistent with the anti-

trust laws and the activities under the license.
' Cleveland does not expect to present evidence on nexus qua nexus.
1

| The evidence presented by Cleveland on all of the issues taken as a whole 4

:

will clearly demonstrate that the requisite nexus does exist.

(12) What license conditions should be imposed to eliminate the

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws?'

I

~

This is an additional issue which should be added to alleviate the

need for a bifurcated hearing.

Cleveland has previously circulated a set of proposed license condi-

tions. It is in the process of considering whether a further refinement of

those proposed conditions may be required. Cleveland will present expert

! engineering testimony describing the required remedies and explaining how )
i

they will ameliorate the existing situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

It is obvious that the case Cleveland will present will focus on the

relationship of Cleveland to CAPCO and Cleveland to CEI. Cleveland

anticipates that Department and Staff will present cases of a different nature
;

with the emphasis on CAPCO rather than the relationships with Cleveland.
;

Cleveland reserves the right to rely on evidence offered by the Department'

1

4

4
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,

and Staff as well as such additional matters as will be adduced during

cross-examination of Applicants' witnesses.

Res tfully sub dtted,

$$ht

>vJc. 9p
Reuben Goldb rg
David C. Hjelmfelt

Goldberg, Fieldman & Hjelmfelt
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006
Telephone (202) 659-2333

James B. Dr.vis
Director of Law

Robert D. Hart
1st Assistant Director of Law

City of Cleveland
213 City Hall
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

September 5,1975

i
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that service of the foregoing Statement of the City

of Cleveland Informing Applicants of the Nature of the Case to be Presented,
|

has been made on the following parties listed on the attachment hereto th'.s'

5th day of September, 1975, by depositing copies thereof in the United States

i mail, first class or air mail, postage prepaid. i

l

;

i Ldc.2DA
David C. Hjelrfelt /

Attachment

i

:

,

,

(
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ATTACEMENT

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Jon T. Brown, Esq.

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Duncan, Brown, Weinberg & Palmer
Washington, D. C. 20555 Suite 777

1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
hir. Frank W. Karas, Chief Washington, D. C. 20006
Public Proceedings Branch
Office of the Secretary John C. Engle, President
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission AhiP-0, Inc.

Washington, D. C. 20555 Aiunicipal Building
20 High Street

Douglas V. Rigler, Esq. Chairman Hamilten, Ohio 45012

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Foley, Lardner, Hollabaugh Melvin C. Berger, Esq.

and Jacobs Joseph J. Saunders, Esq.
Schanin Building Steven Charno, Esq.

815 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. Antitrust Division

Washington, D. C. 20006 Department of Justice
Post Office Box 7513

John H. Brebbia, Esq. Washington, D. C. 20044
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Alston, Miller & Gaines William T. Clabault, Esq.

1800 hi Street, N. W. , Suite.1000 David A. Leckie, Esq.

Washington, D. C. 20016 Department of Justice
Post Office Box 7513

John M. Frysiak, Esq. Washington, D. C. 20044
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Gerald Charnoff, Esq.

Washington, D. C. 20555 Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
9 10 17th Street, N. W.

Benjamin H. Vogler. Esq. Washington, D. C. 20006
Joseph Retberg, Esq.
Cffice of tim General Counsel Frank R. C1okey, Esq.

Regulation Special Assistant Attorney General
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Room 219 - Towne House Apartments

Washington, D. C. 20555 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105

Robert J. Verdisco, Esq. Thamas J. Munsch, Jr. , Esq.

Roy P. Les sy, Jr. , Esq. General Attorney

Office of the General Counsel Duquesne Light Company
Regulation 435 Sixth Avenue
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219
Washington, D. C. 20555

David McNeil Cids, Esq.

Abraham Braitman, Esq. John McN. Cramer, Esq.

Office of Antitrust and Indemnity Reed, Smith, Shaw & McClay
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Post Office Box 2009

'

Washington, D. C. 20555 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230
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Page2 ATTACHMENT (Continued)

John R. White, Esq. Leslie Henry, Esq.
Thomas A. Kayuha, Esq. Fuller, Henry, Hodge & Snyder

.Chlo . Edison Company 300 Madison Avenue
47 North Main Street Toledo, Ohio 43604
Akron, Ohio 44308

John Lansdale, Jr. , Esq.

Pennsylvania Power Company Cox, Langford & B rown
1 East Washington Street 21 Dupont Circle, N. W.
New Castle, Pennsylvania 16103 Washington, D. C. 20036

Lee C. Howley, Esq. Donald H. Hauser, Esq.
Vice President and General Counsel Co rpo rate Solicito r
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.

Post Office Box 5000 Post Office Box 5000
Cleveland, Ohio 4410. Cleveland, Chio 44101

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman

Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals Board Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals Bd.
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555 Washington, D. C. 20555

Dr. John H. Buck Michael C. Farrar
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals 7 srd Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals Bd.
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis sion

Washington, D. C. 20555 Washin gton, D. C. 20555

Dr. Lawrence K. Quarles Richard S. Salzman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals Board Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals Bd.
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ~ U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555 Washington, D. C. 20555

Edward A. Matto Karen H. Adkins
Assistant Attorney General Richard M. Firestone
Chief, Antitrust Section Assistant Attorneys General
30 East Broad Street, 15th floor Antitrust Section
Columbus, Chlo 43215 30 East Broad Street, 15th floor

Columbus, Ohio 43215
Christopher R. Schraff, E sq.
Assistant Attorney General Howard K. Shapar, Esq.
Environmental Law Section Executive Legal Director
361 East Broad Street, 8th Floor U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Columbus, Ohio 43215 Wa shington, D. C. 20555

Andrew F. Popper, E sq. Joseph Rieses, Esq.

Office of the Executive Legal Director Reed, Smith, Shaw & McClay

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis sion 1155 Fifteenth Street, N. W. , Suite 440
~

Washington, D. C. 20555 Washington, D. C. 20005
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